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The purpose of this study is to investigate the students’ awareness and attitude of physical 
education course at the Niigata Institute of Technology. In order to carry out this study, a 
questionnaire was administered to 194 first-year students. 
The main results were as follows: 
1. Many students did not know that there was the physical education course at a 
university. It is necessary for students to learn high expertise and the physical education 
course in a university.  
2. Students recognize physical education to be a high class of necessity.  
3. Students realize that physical education course functions on the physical and the 
mental.  
4. Students are satisfied with contents of the physical education course.  
5. Teachers must perform the physical education course to lead to lifelong sports of 
students.  
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table 1 Presence of university  
      physical education course  
   
 %  
K now 44.3  
Did not know  55.7  
table 2 The necessity of university  
          physical education course 
   
 %  
necessary 61.3  
unnecessary 10.8  







































table 3  Value of university physical education course 
     
   mean  
Core subject   3.3299  
Pleasure   3.9536  
M ake up for lack of exercise 4.1856  
Friends   3.9742  
Lifelong sport   3.0670  
S kil   3.3763  
Improvement in physical strength 3.6701  
S tress release  3.9588  
Credit    3.7887  
table 4 Value and necessity of physical education course  
     
   Chi-square S ignificance 
Core subject   12.03882   
Pleasure   33.69855 * *  
M ake up for lack of exercise 40.60776 * *  
Friends   25.79677 * *  
Lifelong sport   32.75019 * *  
S kil   18.21936 *  
Improvement in physical strength 19.65750 *  
S tress release  31.74619 * *  
Credit    5.94545   
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table 5 The requirement of university  
          physical education course 
   
 %  
required 63.4  
not required 14.9  
neither 21.7  
table 6  Necessity and degree of satisfaction  of  
           physical education course  
           ( Contents of a class)   
    
 S atisfactory Dissatisfied neither 
necessary 67 14 18 
unnecessary 5 19 4 
neither 15 17 35 
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